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A How To Guide:

Properly Wearing Ballet Pointe Shoes

Written and Designed by Erin Free

Brief Overview:
Appropriate Supplies: Pointe
Shoes should be recommended
from dance instructor or dance
supplier professional, tights,
wool foot pads, extra wool or
cotton, ribbon*, elastic*, and a
chair.

*must be attached to shoes properly before
continuing with instructions
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After properly
purchasing a pair
of pointe shoes the
young lady must
correctly learn how
to put them on. Then
she must learn how to
wear them properly.
This is to keep the
block from breaking,
prevent the shoes
from wearing down
to fast, and the
obvious, prevent the
dancer from
injuring herself.

Knowing your feet is very
important when
wearing pointe shoes. If
your feet are wide,
narrow, or flat footed how
you wear these shoes is
very different. Since no
woman’s foot is exactly the
same, each shoe in itself
will be different. This is
why the process of
purchasing the shoes is
such a tedious and time
consuming venture.
Therefore wearing these
shoes are just as tedious
and time consuming.
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Finally here are some other important techniques
that can help you acquire
faster results when breaking in your shoes.
1. Stretch your calfs by
holding on to bar, putting
one foot flexed on wall,
put the other behind you
flat on the ground. Lean
forward and back to
vproperly stretch the calf.

2. Practice slowly getting
up onto toes. Do this by
starting in the same was
as stated with the plie’s.
Slowly grand plie and stay
there, bring into demi

Classic Stretches

pointe, and then bring
into full pointe. Then you
will end up straight, knees
un-bent, back straight,
belly in, and chest lifted.
Hold for an eight count
and then reverse it. Do
this in first, second,
fourth, and fifth positions.
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Step 4: Break Them In
Before this step: Make sure
your body is fully warmed up.
Stretch legs, arms, torso, hips,
feet, shoulders, neck, and head.
To be extra warmed up, do this
for at least a half an hour before
doing any extraneous Ballet
Pointe dancing.
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Properly breaking in
pointe shoes is not a once
and done thing. Instead it
can take up to better than
a year for the shoes to
fully break in. But here are
a few things you can do to
expedite the process:
First you can properly
practice demi plie’s in
your point shoes. The
dancer must stand
towards the bar, or
whatever is holding them
up. The dancer must
position feet slightly
between first and second
position. Preferably place
two fingers from each
hand on the bar.

Do two 8 counts of
regular plie’s, feet flat.

Do two 8 counts of plie’s
in half-pointe.

Then two 8 counts of
plie’s in full-pointe.

Step 1: Figure Out Your Shoes
Before this step: Make sure you have Convertable Tights on; the
one’s that have the hole at the bottom of the foot. Also wear with the
appropriate wool skin lining on your toes to prevent from toe nail
bleeding and breakage. Lastly, have your laces and elastic properly
attached as instructed by either a dance instructor, or dance supply
store professional. Do NOT attempt without proper instruction.

First sit down on a chair or
area where you are not on
the same level as your feet.
Slip your foot under the
elastic band (if
appropriate) toe first. Put
foot adjacent to the ground
as straight as
possible, and slip your foot
all the way in if not
already acquired. (Do NOT

bring heel of shoe onto foot
yet!). Lean forward, side
to side, and backwards to

figure out where you have
pain in your foot, particularly your toes. Take foot out
of shoe and appropriately
put cotton or wool in those
areas of the shoe, do not go

overboard. Then place feet
back in, double check the
comfort. You will experience
pain, keep in mind that the
shoes still must be broken
in. Put heel of shoe over
your heel so shoes are on
both feet.
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Step 2: Tie Your Shoes
Next place one foot adjacent to the floor, make
sure you are once again
not on the same level as
your foot. For example:

This is incorrect:

Take the ribbon on the inside of your foot, the side
closest to the other foot,
and cross it over to the
other side of your ankle.
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Then cross the outside
ribbon over top the inside
ribbon as shown:

Continue wrapping both
ribbons, making sure they
are smooth, make sure
you do not go above ankle.

Note: If you have an elastic
loop on the back of your
shoes, make sure upon
wrapping each ribbon
behind ankle you slide the
ribbon through the elastic
loop. Only do this the first
time you wrap the ribbon
around your ankle.

Step 3: Finishing Up
After the ribbons are completly wrapped around,
make sure there is enough
ribbon to meet up on the
inside of your ankle.
Tie the ribbon in a small
knot. Hide the knot underneath a part of the
wrapped ribben without

upsetting the smoothness
of the ribbons.
Once tied completely lean
forward and back to tighten the knots to decrease
the chance of the shoe
falling off. Repeat steps
for other foot respectively.
Then you are ready for
breaking your shoes in.
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